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1. INTRODUCTION

This report describes the activities of the Laser and Plasma

Technology Division during the period 1990-91. This Division wa9

constituted in April 1990 and is engaged in the research and

development of high power beams, viz., laser, plasma and electron

beams. The broad programme objectives are summarised as

1. Development, optimization and technology readiness studies

of laser, plasma and electron beam systems

1. Studies on related physical phenomena with a view to gain

better understanding of the devices

}. Improvements in process technology. import subatitution

and exploration of new areas

These programmes are designed to cater to the requirements of

Department of Atomic Energy and establish indigenous capability in

these high-tech areas.

Obviously. the activities described in this report are

diverse in nature. The report has been compiled from individual

reports of various groups with marginal editing. As much. the

reader may discern some nonuniformity in the «tyle of

presentation. We are open to suggestions from the readers. If any

further details are required. the divisional etaff may be

contacted.



2. LASER ACTIVITIES

The 'rser activities of this Division include development of

dye lasers, high power CO^ lasers, laser-fusion targets. optical

components and diagnostics for laser produced plasmas. The

activities in addition include some applications of lasers.

2 . 1 DYE LASERS :

2.i.1. High Power Dye Laser Amplifier

A high power, narrowband Rhodamine 6G dye amplifier, with

average output power upto ]0 watts at 570 nm, was developed. A

schematic diagram of the dye amplifier is shown in Fig. 2.1. The

amplifier wan transversely pumped by a 6.5 KHz repetition - rate

Copper vapour laser (CVL) amplifier, described in Section 2.1.2.

The CVL amplifier beam was passed through a dichroic mirror DM to

remove the yellow laser component ( X = 578.2nm> and pass only the

green component ( X = 510.6 n m ) . This is necessary for dyes like

Rhodamine 6G which absorb only the green wavelength of the CVL and

fiuoresces in the yellow wavelength region. The amplifier cell DC

was pumped simultaneously by the CVL from two opposite sides. to

provide uniform pumping which leads to a uniform gain

distribution. To achieve this, the CVL beam was equally divided by

a 53/50 beam splitter and the two beams were then coupled into the

amplifier cell using cylindrical lenses L> and L4. The focal

lengths of these lenses and that of the spherical lens L2 were

such that the focused CVL beam at the amplifier cell matched the

cell dimensions. The dye solution (Rhodamine 6G in ethanol) was

flowed through the dye cell at speeds of a few m/sec. to prevent

thermal distortion of the gain medium when pumped by the high

repetition-rate CVL.



input siqnal to the dye amplifier was obtained from a

grazing-i• cidence-grating (GIG) dye oscillator with prism

pre-expander, as shown in Fig. 2.2. This oscillator was pumped by

the CVL described in Section 2.1.2. The dye used was a 2mM

solution of Rhodamine 6G in ethanol. The bandwidth of this

oscillator was 0.08 cm " (FWHM). the peak laser efficiency was

10* and range was 563-599 nm. The beam divergence was 2.5 mrad

(horizontal) x 0.8 m rad (vertical). To match this input signal to

the amplifier gain volume, the beam divergence of the oscillator

in tha horizontal dimension was reduced by passing it through an

inverted cylindrical telescopic beam expander with its expanding

axis in the horizontal plane. The beam divergence was measured by

two methods. In the first method, a vidicon camera, frame grabber

(supplied by Electronics Division, BARC) and a TV monitor, along

with a PC was used. The laser beam was focused by a 1 meter focal

length spherical lens onto a graticule. and projected onto the

photocathode of the vidicon. The output image displayed on the TV

monitor was read into the memory of the computer using the frame

grabber. The divergence was calculated from the size of the

calibrated imaga. In the second method, a pinhole and a

photomultiplier tube was scanned across the focused spot of the

laser beam, and the output of the photomultiplier was fed to a

CRO.

The oscillator beam, after passing through the cylindrical

beam expander, wan focused into the amplifier cell using the

spherical lens L ) . Lenses with various focal lengths was tried out

to optimize the amplifier interaction efficiency which is defined

as

* * < !out " Iin > ' 'pump



where I Q ^ and 1 ^ ar,' the amplifier output and input signal

respectively and I p^p 1 3 the amplifier pump power. The delay

between th- signa.i input and the amplifier pump beams were

adjusted by electronic means, as described in Section 2.1.2.

The amplifier interaction efficiency was measured as a

function of the I ^, I . wavelength X , dye concentration and

the delay between the oscillator input and the pump beam. A peak

extraction efficiency of 54% was obtained for a dye concentration

of 1 mM. at pump power of >0 watts ( X = 510.6 nm) and input

powers of 0.65 watts at X = 570 nm. The spectral width of the

amplifier was the same as that of the oscillator.

2.1.2. Copper Vapour Laser Amplifier

To pump the dye amplifier, the green output of a commercial

CVL (Oxford Cu60> oscillator operating in a stable resonator mode

was initially used. However, the beam quality was poor and it

could not be tightly focused into the amplifier cell. A better

focused beam was obtained by operating the CVL in the low

divergence unstable resonator mode. To avail of the maximum

possible pump power, the Cu60 was operated as an amplifier. as

shown in Fig. 2.5. The input signal was obtained from another

commercial CVL (Oxford Cu 40) oscillator operating in the unstable

resonator mode. This oscillator beam was filtered by the dichroic

mirror DM to remove the yellow component and split by a 50/70 b*am

splitter fiS. with 70% used for pumping the dye laser oscillator

and the remaining 50% was amplified in the Cu 60. Synchronization

of the twc CVLs was achieved by using a common pulse generator to

fire the CVLs. with an additional variable delay generator to

delay the trigger pulses to the Cu 60. The extracted power from Cu

60 was optimized by adjusting the delay between the Cu 40 and Cu

60 triggers. The maximum amplified power at X = 516.6 nm from Cu



60 was M watts .-it an input power of 7 watts from the Cu 40.

2.1.5. r LLiEJL-Ii-thu rce'iQ"ator L-ength on the Spectrum of a CVL

f'umpod Dye Oscillator

The Grazinij-](icidt'iic« Gratinq (GIG) oscillator mentioned in

the previous section has a linewidth of 0.08 cm ~J (TWHM) and a

resonator length of 26 cms. Hence 7 or 8 longitudinal modes are

qenerally present. For many experiments in multiphoton lonization.

it is advantageous to have a smooth spectral profile. unmodulated

by the mode structure. This can be achieved in principle by making

the resonator length large enough such that the mode separations

are smaller than the mode widths. In addition, for a better

interpretation of any experiment, it is helpful to know the pulse

to pulse spectral distribution of the laser. With these aims in

mind, the averaged and single shot spectral structure of the dye

oscillator with varying resonator lengths was studied.

In these experiments the GIG oscillator of Fig.2.2 was used.

To vary the resonator length, only the output mirror was moved,

thus maintaining the dispersive part of the resonator intact.

To study the spectral structure of single pulses of the i. . ':

KHz repetition rate laser, a fraction of the laser beam was passed

through a scattercr onto a 50mm air gap Fabry-Perot <FP>

interferometer. The FP fringes formed were focused by a spherical

lens onto an adjustable vertical slit. This slit passed a slice of

FP onto a rotating mirror, which in turn reflected the pattern

onto a CCTV camera. As the mirror rotates the temporal separation

in the fringe patterns of consecutive laser pulses is converted

into a spatial separation of the image on the TV monitor. A

stepper motor control system was designed to rotate the mirror in

either direction at a desired speed and for a desired time

interval. The angular velocity of the mirror was £ JCh that for



particular c n e r i m c n l , ) ! set up urwH, / nr 8 comr-c u t i ve |a.,,M

p u l s e s wa<-. incident on the sensor element of the cameia.

"Iha single pulse s p e c t r u m showed r.ome interesting results. It

w a s seen that for most of the p u l s e s , all longitudinal modes C.n

not laso s i m u l t a n e o u s l y . In a d d i t i o n , the mode intensities varied

from pulse to p u l s e . It was found that there was an optimum

p o s i t i o n for the output mirror for w h i c h the time averaged laser

linewidth is m i n i m u m and pownr is a maximum. No mode structure

could be d e t e c t e d for resonator lengths larger than T? cms when

a n a l y s e d w i t h a 40mm air gap IP interferometer.

2 . 2 C0 2 LAGfRS :

The two areas of research that the CO group has been

concentrating on are, the development of a high-power laser system

for fusion plasma studies and a high power cw system for laser

material processing. Long wavelength (X = 10.6 /am) CO. lasers

appear particularly attractive as drivers for fusion experiments

due to thfiir high efficiency and less stringent demands on

spherical irradiation of the fusion target. The continuously

operated carbon dioxide lasers giving outputs in the 1 KW range

are widely used in material processing and the demand for such

lasers is growing specially in the areas of welding and accurate

high speed cutting of metals.

Z.Z.I The Hybrid Oscillator-Amplifier System

In order to set up a CO laser chain a few parametric studies

have to be done on a set of osci1lator-amp1tfier-absorber system.

The kind of set up visualized is shown »n Fig.2.4. The hybrid

oscillator and the pulse s h e e r together produce .B22mJ. and 5 ns

FWHM pulse. A few experiments were carried out in order to make



the system reliable and reproducible. The hybrid oscillator

consists of a low pressure ;w section and a TEA section. The

output of the oscillator is sliced out with a pulse slicer system

consisting c-f two polarizers and an e 1 ectro-opt ic modulator

(Mclellan et al 1979. Rev. Sci. Instruro. 10 1215 and Champagne et

al, 1980. 1 ) , 282). From a 2 /JS pulse we can slice out a pulse as

short as ?ns FWHM. Thjy is used for further amplification. Fig.

2.4 also shows a saturable absorber. In all high power systems

spontaneous self-oscillation has to be suppressed. This is usually

done using a saturable absorber having SF as the main constituent
o

along with four other Freon gases. So a few experiments were

carried out to study the characteristics of SF. absorber.(Haghun

et al 1981. IEEE J.Q.E.-I7. 1799)

Two types of configuration for threa pass amplification were

tried out. These two configurations were compared for sp?tial

quality of the beam and the energy output. The telescopic

configuration (Fig.2.5) consisting of a concave mirror <?.Z M)

with a centra) hole and a convex mirror of dia 5mm <1.2 M>. The

output energy after three pass amplification was 297.7 mj when the

input energy was 11.8 mJ. The output pulse spatial profile

recorded on a beam profile monitor showed a circular profile with

a central hole as expected. Though a ring type profile has better

focusability the alignment is very critical . The other

configuration tried out was a plane three pass configuration using

plane mirrors <Fig.2.?>. The output energy after three pass

amplification waB 416 mJ when input energy waB 17.8 mJ. The

spatial profile was not a smooth curve but had a few bright spots.

This was found to be a result of the configuration itself. So the

three plane mirror configuration was chosen.



The hybrid oscillator was converted into a line tunable

hybrid laser (by replacing gold mirror with a blazed gratings).

The gain for different lines, from P<28) to P(8> in the P branch

and R(8> to R(28) in the R branch of 10.6 pm band was measured.

This showed a variation of 2.4% for P<28> to 2.9% for P<20> in the

P branch and 1.58% in the R(28) to 2.4% in R(16) in the R branch.

The gains for different lines for the short pulse was also

measured. For the 5 ns FWHM pulse the gains varied as ).14J% for

P<10> to 1.52% for P<?0> and .66% for R(8) to 1.24% for R(16>. The

lower gain factor for the short pulses can be attributed to the

facts that there is no significant relaxation from N ? to CO,

during this short time, and that there is bottle necking at the

lower laser levels.

Experiments were carried out with SF saturable absorber. A
6

10cm length stainless steel cell was made for SF , along with an
D

SF filling station. The cell was filled with SF at various

pressures and its absorption characteristics measured for a 5ns

FWHM pulse. The transmission curve of the SF cell was plotted and

it was iound to follow the characteristics of a saturablo

absorber, with higher transmission at larger fluence. At > mbar

pressure of SF the maximum transmission is .65 at a fluence of

2 2
.15) mj/cm and . 1> at a fluence of .015 mJ/cm .

2.2.2 Th» High Power Axial Fast Flow CO Laser

The optimization of the high power axial flow cw-CO2 laser

was carried out with the aim of increasing its power efficiency

and beam quality. The laser power has been increased from >60 W to

720W during the period under report.

Fto.2.6 shows the laser system used in the experiments. The

system utilizes a twin lobe WGK 1500 Balzera Roots pump



/hour) for (he gas circulation. It is connected to the

l a S P r h c a " through a conduit of low outgassing material. The

system i-.; evacuated using a rotary pump < ) 000 LPM). The system

maintains a pressure at 27 mbar against a known bleed rate of the

component gases of the gas mixture. Using a primary cooling

system, the hot gas mixture is convectively cooled from 218 C to 8

C using clean and chilled water cooled exchanger<B in Fig.2.6).

The other heat exchangers <D in Fig.2.6) removes the heat added

because of operation of the Roots pump. The system does not have a

reconstitut»on unit. The rotary pump is used to bleed a fraction

of the contaminated laaing mixture, which is replenished by the

fresh gas continuously.

The discharge rone is of 500 c.c. volume constituted by a

tube of 70 cm long quartz tube of A cm diameter. Near the anode a

variable annular space G between the tubes T and H, constricts the

flow and imparts it a sonic radial velocity component. The

magnitude of inlet velocity at gap is changed by changing the

separation between the two tubes within the allowed pressure head

7 8
of the blower ' . The resonator of the laser is made up of a ful if

reflecting gold-coated copper mirror and a ZnSe dielectric coated

partially transmitting mirror with JG* transmission. The

intracavity absorption lonr.es in the tube are minimized by flowing

a part of the nitrogen gas through it. The electrode system of the

laser is constituted by three individually ballasted <150 K each)

tungsten pin anodes and a walar cooled cylindrical copper cathode

of 150mm length. Tho maximum discharge current at which on«ot of

glow arc transition takes place depends on the numbar of electrode

pairs. The laser could he operated upto >00 milliamps in the glow

discharge region with 3 artodo geometry. The output of the laser

was limited by the cooling capacity of the system.



Different parameters of the laser were experimented with in

order to optimize the laser output power. The output power was

measured to be 560W at an operating pressure of 27mbar. Input

power to the discharge under optimum conditions has been measured

to be 4.3 KW. The studies on cathode cooling by water jacket,

revealed that about 600 watt of the heat was removed from the

cathode. Any further increase in input power proved detrimental to

laser output power. In view of this, scope for further studies was

limited to improving upon laser efficiency and beam quality.

The angular jet used near the anode to cause turbulence has

been redesigned. The tangential inlet jet designed here. apart

from producing the required turbulence field. gives rise to a

strong cyclonic flow in the discharge region. <Fig.2.7>. We have

used the resultant radial pressure gradient to confine the

discharge to a 15mm central core. The laser could be operated at

lower order transverse modes without loss of efficiency using this

technique. The lasing mode was identified to be TEM + TEMn..
OO V A

Studies on beair; divergence shows a marked improvement from 1.9

mi 11iradians in the later case. Due to increased radial outward

convection in the cyclonic flow the specific input power increases

to ZZ . 42 w;itt/cc from 8. U watt/cc in the axial flow case. The

study of the effect of magnetic field on the discharge shows that

magnetic fields upto 2>0 gauss has no influence on the discharge.

The effect of addition of argon on the gas discharge was also

investigated. It was found that the laser power increases with

argon addition from 0 ? to 0.7 mbars and starts reducing

thereafter. The inc-rnaso in efficiency is due to an improved

discharge character i sst i r. with reduced cathode drop. With argon we

could increase the laser output from 590 to 720 watts and the

efficiency from 14 to 16.5*. Laser output as a function of argon



concentration is shown in Fig.2.8.

2 . 3 LASER-PLASMA STUDIES :

2-5-1 Density Profile Modification in High Intensity Laser

Plasnna Interaction

A thorough understanding of coronal plasma physics of ICF

targets is of great importance. During interaction of an intense

laser beam with the coronal plasma a variety of nonlinear

interactions take place. These include instabilities like SRS, SBS

two plaimon decay, parametric decay end phenomena like

fi1amentation and density profile modification. The density

profile modification cue to nonlinear force is of particular

importance as it substantially controls growth of instabilities

via density scale length modification. It is well known that an

intense radiation field resonantly excites Langmuir plasma waves

in the critical density region. The low frequency, non-linear

ponderomotive torces associated with the field gradient of these

waves expel the plasma from the critical region preferentially

down the density gradient due to the inhomogeneity and flow cf the

plasma. With the expulsion of the plasma. an initially linear

density profile becomes non-monotonic witn the formation of a

density caviton localized in the critical region and density

shelves in the super and subdense regions. These density cavitons

appear when the radiation pressure becomes comparable to the

plasma thermal pressure. A significant energy of the incident

radiation field is converted via ponderomotIve forces directly

into the mechanical energy of the plasma without heating it.

We report hero, the first clear and direct observation of

pronounced density cavitons in long pulsed laser plasmas using

time integrated x-ray pinhole photography. The experiments were

11



conducted using a 1.06 pm Nd:glass laser chain which could deliver

a plane polarized laser beam of }Q) 3 in 6 ns FWHM pulses. The

diameter of the nearly diffraction limited beam was 60 mm. The

laser was incident normally and focused to ?0/jm onto machined

plexiglass target slabs by an f,'l.> aspheric lens. The experiments

were performed in tho intensity range of 1 0 1 4 - 10*^ W/cm 2

.X-ray emission from the plasma was recorded by a pinhole camera

positioned normal to the laser beam axis. The pinhole aperture

diameter of the camera and its magnification were ]] fjm and 6x

respectively. Thin films of 1 micron aluminum on 2 micron thick

polycarbonate base were used as filters.

The x-ray pictures were recorded on double emulsion type

Kodak Direct Exposure Film (DEF5). The film was developed for 6

minutes at 20 C. The x-ray pictures were digitized on Joyce-Loebl

SCAND1G mtcrodensitometer connected to PDP-11/40.

The electron density profiles were obtained by a variable

point Abel inversion technique assuming cylindrical symmetry

aro-jnd the central axis of the expanding plasma. In the intensity

range of our experiments the plasma attains a temperature o f

680eV and is assumed to be isothermal.

Fig. 2.9 depicts a representative x-ray pinhole picture of

the plasma at 2J.4J of laser energy with an intensity of 5.4 x

10 W/cm . This picture shows a narrow bright emission region

close to the target T followed by a dark band and a bright

expanding coronal region in succession. The dark band corresponds

to a valley like structure (caviton) in the optical density

profiles and surface energy plots of Figs. 2.10 and 2.11

respectively. The Abel inverted axial density profile in Fig. 2.12

clearly shows a sharp density steepening in the vicinity of the

target! a cavitonic valley around 160^m from the target. 150 fjrn in

1Z



width and 8.8Mc deep below t,,e critical density; a density bump at

190 pm from the target and a lor.g subdensc shelf at 0. ?N The

upper density scale length in the steepest region is <!0 fjm

(limited by camera resolution) and the lower density scaie length

in the subdensu region is around ?GQ ^m. These density scale

lengths in our experiments have bear. observed to decrease with

increasing laser intensity. The cavity size increases with laser

intensity. Thsr.e features are sho^n ;n Fig.2. 13.

These experimental results conf.rm simulation z-o-j f-iecret ical

predictions made by several authors. Such non-monotonic density

prof li&s bear a gr^at consequenct; on plasma heating that they

produce softer nlectron distributions and avoid the preheat

problems. This is sue to the fact that tho hot electrons produced

are effectively thermalized with the cold steepened density

profile in the superdense region. Tho carbon dioxide lasers

produce densities ~ 40 N in the cold Ruperdense region and thus

be very effective in therrrsa 1 i z I ng the hot electrons reducing the

preheat problems so detrimental in laser -fusion schemes.

2.5.2 Measurement of Se1f-Genera ted Magnetic Fields in Laser

Produced Plasmas

A measurement of large scale dc-magnetic fis1ds in

laser-produced plasmas requires a simultaneous measurement of

Faraday rotation angle,* of the olane of polarization of a

polarized probe beam and the plasma density No along a given

pathlength of the plasma.The rotation * provides a measurement

of average ?io. B product which when divided by the plasma density

measured along the same patn provides the magnitude of the average

magnetic field, B- Conventionally the Faraday rotation of the

probe beam and plasma density ^re measured by separate optical

channels.While the change in the polarization angle of tho probe



beam is generally measured by a polarizer-analyzer combination.

the plasma density is determined by the interferometric means.

However.it is difficult to maintain the probe beam along the same

plasma path in the two channels.As a result the measurement of

the two quantities by separate optical channels are subjected to

different gradients of density.velocity . temperature as well as

transverse magnetic fields.Thus it becomes cumbersome to correlate

the two quantities * & N measured by separate optical channels

and difficilt to avoid inaccuracies and effects due to sharp

plasma gradients mentioned before.

The optical device which can simultaneously measure the

Faraday rotation and plasma density along the same path in the

plasma has been jointly tested in BARC with Soviet scientists.The

device has been schematically shown in fig.2.14. A probe beam

(second harmonic of Nd:Yag> is incident on a glan polarizer 1.The

polarized beam passes through the plasma 2 and is Faraday rotated

through an angle * .The rotated light is incident on a Calcite

wedge. 4 whose optic axis is crossed at angle * T.2: 5-8 .The

calcite wedge splits the rotated polarized light into orthogonally

polarized ordinary(O-component> and extraordinary (e-component>

beams.A convex lens 5 with focal length 'f focuses the 0 and e

components between another calcite wedge 6 and analyzing glan

prism 7.These focused 0 and e components are separated by A .The

calcite wedge 6 can be shifted.to and fro to change the separation

A of focused e and 0 components. The analyzer 7 produces the

projection of their images in the transmitted and reflected

planes.The 0 component in the transmitted image plane serves as a

polarimetric channel and the overlapping region of 0 and e

provides the interferometric channel <Fig 2 14>. The fringe

spacing As is given by
b - f

As = A.p . — ^

14



where \ F >• M,n pf,,he bearnwavej.net,,, b is the image distance

between : >u jt.r... a n d the f-arv.itted image plane.Using the

A b e l i n v . .rn technique •--,,ce ,er>n v-ed plasma density profiles can

be det-i i: • , i; i m m '.he i -rf.ror. ini.The extraordinary component

in the re r i i;cteri image ulanc serves as shadowgraph i c channel.The

angle of rotation can he determined by a comparison of the

intensities of the pol.inmetnr (Ipol) and shadowgraph i c channel

< I > a s
oh

* ^ ± t * - i.an' l( I / I >1/2 \
C o pol eh y

The a v e r a g e B f i e l d car. • nus be c a l c u l a t e d from the r e l a t i o n

* -- 2 . 6 ? 10"*7< N*. 8 )av . 1

where 1 I ••. the length of t; e plasma along which the beam

traverse;<; .

2.3.5 (y (.JD Based PC/AT Compatible Nanosecond Laser Beam Profile

Monitor for High Power Nd:Glass Lasers

Thfi diagnostics of high power lasers beams is as much a

technological challenge as production of such laser beams of

nanosecond and sub nanosecond duration.The b?am diagnost i ct,

comprise of spatial profile monitoring of the multiple beams along

with energy and the temporal profile. The spatial beam profile

measurement needs a two dimensional detector system , with

nanosecond response time, good dynamic range and adequate space

resolution of at least 512x512 elements in view of demagnification

involved tn measuring larger diameter laser beams. The CCO camera

in conjunction with a video frame grabber meets these requirements

adequately. However, it has, limitation such as poor response in

infrared, small size of the sensor and lack of the single shot

mode in more easily available sensors.

We describe here a laser beam profile measure, ent system



suitable for nanosecond, subnanosecond or continuous wave laser

bearr.s capable of an online capture of two dimensional ly resolved

spatial beam profile on IBM PC/AT. In our device shown

schematically in Fig. 2.15 we employ an Image Converter tube type

p861A, with multialkali photocathode which gives a 0.S5X

demagnified image on P20 phosphor. The short duration of

nanosecond pulse poses no problem in this case as the image

converter generates a visible image of millisecond duration. The

excellent charge storage properties of CCD allow non-degradation

of the bearn profile. The synchronization is achieved through an

elaborate electronic triggering system, derived from the V-sync

signal of the camera initiating the laser firing as well as the

frame grabbing operations. A flash ADC based 6/8 bit digitizer

captures the single frame to yield a 512 x 512 x 8 bit picture.

The video frame grabber and processor has been developed by

Ultrasonic Instrumentation Section, Electronics Division with many

hardware image processing features. The IBM PC/AT allows viewing

of the beam profiles in 5-D surface plots. The other features

include relative energy measurement, and determination of beam

characteristics by Gaussian fit. The potential applications of the

device range from image capture from streak tube etc to online

diagnostics with x-ray imaging of the laser-plasma etc.

2 . 4 GLAiJS MICROBALLOON LASER TARGETS :

2.4.1. Production of Glass Mi croballoons

The batch production of glass microballoons was carried out

by means of the facility set up for this purpose. The experimental

facility was designed, fabricated and commissioned indigenously.

Briefly, the facility consists of a liquid droplet generator which

produces a stream of uniform sized droplets of aqueous solution of
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glass forming compounds, and a furnace which dehydrates the

droplets and convert? them into glass mi croballoons having

diameters and wall thickness in the ranges 50-500 Mm and 0.5 to 2

^m respectively.

2.4.2. Inspection of Glass Microba1 loons

The glass microba1 loons are intended to be used as ontainer

of fusile gases for production of high temperature high density

plasmas by means of powerful laser beams. In order to be used as a

target for this purpose, the glass microballoon has to meet

stringent demands in respect of its sphericity, uniformity of wall

thickness and surfe.ee finish. Preliminary and rapid inspection of

glass microba11oons obtained directly from the furnace is carried

out using an optical microscope. This technique is based on

refractive properties of glass microballoon. Briefly. when a

microballoon is viewed in transi11uminated light through a

microscope focused on the surface upon which it rest, it appears

as bright disc surrounded by a black ring as shown in Fig.2.16.

The radial symmetry of this image is a measure of wall uniformit/

and sphericity of balloon. Also the ratio of inside diameter r'

the black ring (DIBR) to the outer diameter (Do) of the balloon is

a function of wall thickness.

A simple theoretical model which calculates the actual ray

path through a perfect microballoon was developed. The model has

been described in detail elsewhere. Using this model. a

calibration curve relating the ratio DIBR/Do to waM thickness was

generated as shown in the Fig. 2.17.

The experimental photomicrograph of glass microballoon* were

scanned with microdensitometer. The ratio DIBR/Do obtained from

the scar, was used to derive wall thickness as well as wall

uniformity.
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2.4.}. InterferometerIc Characterization of Glass Microballoona

The ula9i microba11oons were further characterized accurately

by interference technique. The interferogram produced by a perfect

microballoon consists of a concentric circular rings. An imperfect

glass microballoon gives rise to asymmetry in the interferogram

e.g. shift of the ring centre with respect to the centre of the

balioon or distortion of the ring shape etc. Measurement of this

asymmetry forma the basis for characterizing uniformity in the

wall thickness. Thickness is determined by measuring the spacing

between adjacent fringes. A Zamin Lebedev Interference microscope

was utilized for obtaining the interferogram of the

microbal loom. In order to calculate wall thickness, a computer

code was developed which ultimately calculates the increase in

optical path length as one moves from the rays passing through the

centre of microballoon to those at the edge. A series of

calculated curves relating dimenslonsless optical path length and

dimensionles* planar radius were computed for different discrete

values of R2/R1 where R2 and Rl denote the outer and inner radius

of microballoon respectively. These results are depicted in Fig.

2.18.

The diametric microdensitometer scan of the interference

pattern of glaaa microballoon having outer diameter of 8? um is

shown in Fig. 2.19. The values of wall thickness, wall uniformity

and wall thickness measured by this method agreed with the

measurement of refraction technique and wall uniformity better

than
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2 . 5 GRAZING INCIDENCE ANTIREFFLECTION COATINGS ON LASER

COMPONENTS :

Dye lasers pumped by high peak power pulsed lasers are

increasingly being used as a source of tunable and coherent

radiation for several applications. A prism beam expander -

grating combination is generally used in these lasers to expand

the incident beam in order to get narrow linewidth and to reduce

the possibility of damage to the grating surface (Nair 1982. Prog.

Quant. Electron.. 7. 180). Since the magnification provided by a

prism increases rapidly as the incidence angle approaches 90

degrees, these are used at grazing incidence angles (Ktngslake.

1965. Appl. Optics & Opt. Engg. Acad. Press. N.Y.). Several

authors have discussed various principles involved in the design

of prism beam expanders (Neifer et al. 1988, Opt. Commun. 67. 139:

Ksyaga et al 1978. App. Phys. 17, 1J1>. A major disadvantage of

these beam expanders is the excessive reflection losses. In order

to use these beam expanders efficiently with widely tunable

lasers, broadband antiref1ectlon coatings are essential.

An ant i-ref 1 ect i on coating at normal incidence, in its mor.t

simple form, consists of a quarterwave thick layer of a material

having a suitable refractive index. At oblique angles of

incidence, the effective refractive index of a material is not

only different from that at normal incidence but is also different

for the two orthogonal. polarizations. The required effective

refractive index of the material, whose single quarterwave thick

layer can produce zero reflectance. increases with angle of

incidence for p-polarized radiation can be as high as ?.4 for an

incidence angle of 80° . These refractive indices cannot be

obtained with a single coating material. Even at lesser incidence

angles for which the required effective refractive index is small.
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it may not always be possible to get a material whose refractive

index exactly matches with the required one. However. it is

possible to obtain these unusual refractive indices by using two

materials in an asymmetric double layer period. Here, we present a

methodology for the design of broad band anti-ref1ection coatings

for grazing incidence angles and for a given state of

polar1zat i on.

2.5.1. Design of Double Layer Ant i -ref 1 ect. I on Coating

let. us consider a double-layer coating with materials having

refractive indices n. and n and phase thickness { a n d 9. on a

substrate of refractive index n and bounded by an incident medium
m

of refractive index n as shown in Fig.2.20. The characteristic
o

matrix for the film-substrate assembly is given by

D

C

cos $. i/i). sin {.

17). s i n * . cos 4.

cos * 2 «/>?2 sin

it)- sin *. cos 4- L!
where the phase thickness *. is related to the physical thickness

d of the material by the expression * = (Zn /X>.n d Cos & . i -

1 and 2. $ being the angle at which radiation travels inside that

material. The effective refractive indices r). 17. 77 and 17 are

calculated from the refractive indices n . n , n_. n and the

angles O . e., 9.. & in the corresponding media. The effective
o 1 2 m

refractive index for p- and s- polarizations are given by n^ =

n /cosd> and n = n .cos© respectively, the subscript 1 taking
1 1 1 1 1

values 0. 1. 2 and m. The angles 9('s are related to the angle of

incidence 0 by the Snell's law.
o

If the asymmetric period of two layers, at a given angle of

incidence, has to be equivalent to a quarterwave thick layer of

admittance r? then, the admittance of the film-substrate assembly
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must equal » "/»m. Substituting this, we get the expresBJons Tor

the phase thicknesses of the two layers as follows

- / > 2 T > 2 X T > 2 - n f > 3 <Z>

- T,2 > 1 (3)

2.5.2. Antireflection Coatings for a p-Polarization

For moderate magnification, the prism beam expanders are

generally used at incidence angles around 70 degrees (Nair. 1979.

Appl. Phys. . 20, 97). In order to design an anti-reflection

coating for an air-glass <.r> - 1.52) interface at an incidence
m

angle of 70 degrees for p-polarization, the effective refractive

indies r> and r> of air and substrate respectively, are calculated
o m

to be 2.924 and 1.934 respectively. The effective refractive index

of the material whose single quarterwave thick layer would

antireflect an air-glass interface can be obtained as 7} -

<2.924x1.934>1/2 = 2.378. The values of effective refractive

indices T) and r?? of the two materials whose suitable layer

thicknesses would produce zero reflectance. are given by the

shaded regions in Fig. 2.21. There are three regions for which

suitable layer thicknesses can give anti-reflection

characteristics. These regions correspond to the following values

of 17. and r?2.

Region 1 1.884 < y/j < 2.378 and r)z > 2.378

Region II 2.378 < y^ < 1.229r>2 and 1.935 < rj£ < 2.378

Region III 1.229/>2 < rjj < 2.378 and 1.884 < nz < 1.935

It may be noted that for designing double-layer

antireflection coating for an incidence angle of 70 , most of the

refractory materials can be used which are known to have good

abrasion resistance, substrate adhesion and high damage resistance
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properties. The asymmetric double~layer combination can be either

of the form (pH. qL> or <pL, qH). where p. q denote the fractions

of quarterwave thicknesses and H. L represent quarterwave thick

layers of high- and low-index materials respectively.

In order to design AR coatings for an incidence angle of 78°,

we select the materials for the inner and the outer layer. from

Fig. 2.20 so that suitable layer thicknesses of these materials

can produce zero reflectance at the design wavelength and at the

desired angle of incidence. Using titanium dioxide <r) = 2.3) for

the inner layer and silicon dioxide <7) = 1.45) for the outer layer

which correspond to solutions in region J of Fig. 2.21, and

substituting the values of effective refractive indices in

equations 2 and 3. we get. the phase thicknesses $ of the outer

layer as 18.1 and 161.9, and $ ? of the inner layer as 51.6 and

128.4. These values of the phase thicknesses have to be correctly

paired which can be done by sketching a rough admittance diagram.

The phase thicknesses of the correctly paired AR stacks are Air

(18.1L. 51.6H) Sub and Air <161.9L. 128.4H> Sub. Here *Sub' refers

to the substrate material. The AR stacks in terms of fractions of

quarterwave thicknesses at normal incidence would therefore become

Air < 0.264L, 0.6Z8H) Air and Air (2.363L. 1.564H) Air

respec tively.

Using titanium dioxide (r) = 2.3) as the material for the

outer layer and zirconium dioxide (57 = 2.12) as the material for

the inner layer which correspond to region II, we get the optical

thicknesses of the AR stacks as Air <0.246H. 0.939L)Sub and

Air<1.946H, 1.292L>Sub. Similarly, we can choose zirconium dioxide

as the rpaierial for the outer layer and silicon dioxide (n = 1.45>

as the material for the inner layer. Using in eqn. Z and 5. the

values of the effective refractive indices of these materials
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which correspond to region III. we get the phase thicknesses of

the AR sticks as AirU.091H. 2.114L>Sub and AirU.14L. 0.512H>Sub.

The spectral reflectance characteristics of some AR stacks

having different materials for the outer layer are shown in

Fig.2.22. The inner layer for all these AR stacks has a refractive

index of 1.92. The layer thicknesses for each set of materials

have been adjusted to produce zero reflectance for the center

wavelength at an incidence angle of 70°. Only those layer

combinations have been selected which have thinner high-index

layers. It may be seen that AR stacks with an outer layer having

lower refractive index (TK = 2.2) shows low reflectance over a

narrower wavelength range. The reflectance characteristics become

progressively broader as the refractive index of the outer layer

increases from 1.1 to 2.5. For an AR stack Air<0.966H, 1.07?L)Sub

having an outer layer of refractive index 2.5. the reflectance

remains below 0.1* from 450 nm to 750 nra.

The variation in the spectral reflectance with refractive

index of the inner layer is shown in Fig.2.25. The refractive

index of the outer layer for all the stacks is 2.3. The

reflectance at the center wavelength is zero for all the stacks

since the layer thicknesses have been adjusted to give zero

reflectance at this wavelength. The AR stack with an inner layer

having a higher refractive index (77̂  = 2.12> shows a narrower

reflectance characteristics which become broader as the refractive

index of the inner layer decreases from 2.12 to 1.74. The

reflectance remains below 0.2* for an AR stack AirU.004H.

0.9>5L>Sub with Y)j=2.> and Y?£ = 1.74. over a wavelength range from

450nm to 750 nm.

It may be noted that the broader reflectance characteristics

are obtained when the refractive index of the outer la/er is high
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and that of the inner layer is low. This is due to the fact that

the thickne-.g and spectral stability of the AR stacks depends on

the refractive indices of the layers. The most stable coating* are

those which have an inner layer whose effective refractive index

is close to that of the substrate and an outer layer whose

effective refractive index is close to that of tha incident

medium. For the case of p-polarized radiation at an incidence

angle of 7C , the effective refractive indices of air is 2.924

which can be obtained from a material of refractive index 2.75.

Therefore. the broadest reflectance characteristics can be

obtained for an AR stack whose inner layer has a refractive index

close to 1.52, the index of the substrate, and outer layer close

to 2.75.

2.5.5. Antireflectlon Coatings for s-Polarization

There are situations where optical components are required to

be used at grazing incidence angles for radiation polarized in a

plane perpendicular to the plans of incidence. The reflection loss

for such a case <s-polarization) is much higher than that for

p-polarized radiation. At an incidence angle of 70 , the

reflection loss from an air-glass interface for a-polarized

radiation is as high as 51%. Antiref1ection coatings for

s-polarized radiation can be designed based on the methodology

presented above by using the corresponding effective refractive

indices in eqns. 2 and 5.

For an incidence angle of 70°, the effective refractive

indices of air and glass, for s-polarized radiation are calculated

to be 0.J-;2 and 1.195 respectively. The effective refractive index

of the material whose single quarterwave thick layer would

antireflect an air-glass interface is therefore 0.6>9. The

possible values of the effective refractive indices of the



materials whose suitable U.yer thicknesses would give

antiraf lection character t s I- i cs are shown c-y the shaded region in

Fig. 2.24. The lower bound o^ this region is ii.-ntted by MoF with

an index of 1.>9. There is only one possible region and it

corresponds to r>£ > l.G? and J.S9 < y^ -" «.>557) One can select

MgF^ or SiO^ for the low index mafprun ?:s the outer layer and

TiO^ for the high-index material as the m « e r lsypr. Substituting

the values of the effective refractive indices in eqns. ?and J , we

get the AR stacks with thinner high-index layers ar Air O.558L.,

8.66lH>Sub with 37, - /.} and n, r 1 - JO , a,id AirO.>96L. fc.9£H)Sub

with 17 = 2.7 anj fM = 1.4?. The computed •uectra1- re f J e-: tan'.e of

these AR stacks ••?n*pied at 630 nm ;s show" in Fig i.2> as curves

A and 9 respectively. H.c reflectance chs / a: t.er 1 st 1 cs arr- broader

for the AR stack having an outer layer with lower refractive

index. It may be noted that this behavicr is contrary to that

observed in the case of AR coatings for o-polar;z.ed radiation.

This JS because the e??ectvsi& refractive index of the incident

medium is lower than the substrate for s-polarized radiation. The

reflectance remains below 2% over a wavelength range from 579 nm

to 6>5 nm for the AR stack with MgF as the outer layer (curve A ) .

2 . 6 LASER APPLICATION O R O U P :

2.6.1. Atmospheric Laser Data Communicator

A compact laser data communication link has been designed to

provida a remote data terminal for centralized computer. Laser

communicator offers very high transmission rate ;*nd channel width

which results in extreme', y large information carrying capacity.

The salient features of the laser communicator are

1. Higher ratio of received power to transmitted poxer witr

smaller transmitter and receiver apertures.



2. Highly directional beam output

3. High i vnunity to interference

4. No cross talk

5. No FCC licence required

6. Compact and light

7. Easy and quick installation

Two such communicator links are being used between Modular

Lab - Central Complex and Modular Lab - Van de Graff building for

computer remote data terminal for the last two years. One

communication link is also installed between Meterological Lab and

Health Phyyirs Division at Tarapur.

The axiGting laser data communication link can transfer data

rate upto 10 KBS and has a range of 1 Km. Improvement to increase

the range and speed is planned. This is being done in the

foilowing way.

Specially designed lenses have been incorporated in the

transmitter side. This has reduced the divergence to 1/3 and

thereby enhanced the range. It is proposed to incorporate at the

receiver lenses of larger diameter and specially designed doublet

lenses and coat the lenses with antireflection coating.

To inrrease data rate amplifier response is being improved.

The pulse duration of the transmitted pulses will be reduced to

keep the djty cycle within limits, which can double the rate to 28

KBits. The.moelectric cooler would be used to cool the laser Oiode

so that trinsmitted power is within the required range. High

speed lasers have been indented.

A circuit has been developed for transmission of voice in the

existing data link by modulating the frequency of an oscillator

centered at 5 KHz by the audio signal. At the receiver end.
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detected pulses are fed to bistahle to get the fundamental voice

frequency which is amplified and fed to speaker. The quality of

sound is reasonably good. This interface enhances the utility of

the equ i pment.

2.6.2, Laser Interferometer System for Shock Studies

The aim of setting up such an interferometer system is to

study particle velocities in a shocked specimen. In a simpler

version of set up. the interferometer uses a single transverse

mode He-Ne laser with the polarized output.As shown in Fig. 2.26

it uses laser beam which is reflected from a coated surface of

shocked specimen. The beam is then split into two parts and apart

of it is delayed usually by few nano-seconds, the two parts are

then recombined to produces fringe pattern which is detected by

the photodiode.

A detector circuit has been developed to amplify the changes

of the fringe pattern detected by the photodiode. The amplified

signal is then stored in a digital storage scope .The particle

velocity at the different instances of time can be derived from

the stored trace. An IEEE 488 card is used for transferring

digitised stored trace from the storage scope to personal

computer. A standard program for this interfacing has been

provided by computer division. A program is being developed to

calculate the velocity of the particle at different time from the

data collected from thf» oscilloscope.

2.6.3 IR Laser Interferometer

A gas flowing C0 2 capable of giving 18 watt cw output power

has been designed, fabricated and commissioned. It will be used as

IR laser light source for laser interferometer. Mechanical and

optical system for interferometer have been also designed.
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Fabrication and assembly of the system is in progress.

2.6.4 Self Energized Credential System

Work was initiated on the development of self energized

credential system <SECS) for access control in high security

areas.

The basis of the SECS is to use the electromagnetic coupling

between a fixed loop mounted around the entry door frame and a

moving loop wound around the identity card to energize the

electronic circuit housed along with the identity card. This

I-card circuit transmits a permanently stored code back to the

fixed loop at the entrance. The signal picked up by the doorloop

is decoded and sent to the computer. The computer checks the code

and decides about the entry and keeps the record of all the

persons entering or going out of the protected area.

As shown in the block diagram. Fig. 2.27 the portal

loop transmits a continuous tone at 125 KHz. the credential

transmits the code in bursts of 62.5 KHz tone corresponding to a

binary "bit". A diplexer is used to separate the two signals at

the portal loop. The 62.5 KH? tone is amplified and converted to

binary form in the receiver. Then sent to a computer where it is

:hecked for certain format and parity conditions. The valid binary

code is compared with the permitted codes. If the received code is

from the permitted codes, entry or exit is permitted anJ a record

i s maIn t ain e d.

The binary data stream from the receiver and 125 KHz tone

from the driver are inputs to the decoder. The 125 KHz tone is

divided by 64 to provide a reference clock at 1955 Hz. that is the

same as the credential bit rate. The data stream is admitted to P

serial-in / parallel-out shift register under the control of the

clock. Than bits are compared in 16 bit comparator, parity is
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checked in a parity checker and start and stop bits are checked in

synchronous detector. The outputs of parity checker and

synchronous detector are fed to a error detector to generate a

data-valid signal. The data valid signal is sent to the personal

computer only if both code group pass the synchronous check and

parity check. The data valid signal also transfers the comparator

output to a holding register to cither await a tiansmicsion

request or for immediate transmission to PC. If the checking

process is not successful, the process simply continues at the

clock until either a data-valid signal is generated or th»»

credential is withdrawn.

The decoder part of the credential card system is also

simulated by using a personal computer. Here the code from the

receiver after amplification, is fed to a personal computer for

code verification. As the band-rate of incoming code is 19>>. the

crystal whsch generates the clock signal for serial communication

interface (8251) of the PC is replaced by a crystal of 1 MHz. The

serial communication interface is programmed to operate

synchronously with the receiver clock of the credential card

system. It also checks the start, stop and parity list of the

incoming data. A program is written using assembly language and

Pascal which accepts RS 2}2 compatible data and stores it in an

array. The maximum number of similar data stored in an array. is

taken as a code. The program then checks its code validity. For a

valid code PC also turns on a light to communicate the reception

of a valid code and on the basis of that indication, a decision of

an entry permission could be taken. This program is now being

developed to facilitate the conditional entry permission of an

employee by comparing the received valid code with a prestored

data-tase. This program wi11 also maintain an entry and exit



information o" employees for a period of time.

A small I-card of the size 80x65x8 mm has been developed

which houses the electronic circuit and a coil to energize the

circuit. When it is brought in the electromagnetic field. it

transmits a code stored in it. Control and drive circuits for

portal coil have been designed, developed and tested. A diplexer

which separates out the signal code from the 125 KHz driving tone

along with an amplifier has also been designed. developed and

tested. Finally the feasibility of the system has been tested by

putting the identity card in the electromagnetic field generated

at the portal and code has been detected. irrespective of the

orientation of the identity card. The design of receiver coil is

very important to give sufficient power- to the I-card circuit at

the portal frequency of 125 KHz. Also the same cotl is used to

transmit the code generated by the energized circuit at a

frequency of 62.5 KHz. Therefore to achieve the maximum efficiency

for transmitting the code a matching network is incorporated in

the diplexer. To optimize the values of the inactive components a

computer programme is made. The optimized components are being

lncorporated.

In order to reduce the size of the I-card. ministure

components are being procured. Indent has been placed for surface

mounted ICs. A wooden portal of 2 meter height. 1 meter width and

1 meter deep is being fabricated. This portal will allow a clear

passage of one person at a time and it will house four diplexer

coils to generate a strong field to power the I-card.
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3. THERMAL PLASMA ACTIVITIES

The Th• rmal Plasma Section is engaged in R & D activities

related to the generation, characterization and application of

atmospheric pressure plasmas. These are equilibrium plasmas with

temperatures in the range of 2000-30,000 degrees and (. narged

particle number densities in the range of 10 to 1® per m . The

broad programme objectives of the section can be classified in the

fo11owlng way:

a) Plar.rna Jet Technology dealing with the Development of

Plasma Torches.

b> Plasma Diagnostics and Instrumentation

c> Plasma and Magnetohydrodynamic flows

d> Plasmi related Materials Technology

3 . 1 PLASMA JET TECHNOLOGY :

The basic inhouse technology for the development of high

power dc plasma let devices (torches) based on stabilized arc jets

la already available. These plasma torches have a thoriated

tungsten cathode and a shaped copper nozzle. Plasma gas is

introduced into the intere 1ectrode space in a vortex flow mode and

an arc is struck. The gas gets ionized and is pushed out of the

nozzle in the form of a high temperature high velocity jet. The

facilities available under this category are described below:

5.1.1 Plasma Cutting Facility:

Plasma cutting torches are transferred arc devices which

convert input electrical energy to thermal energy. The torch

p r o d u c e s a s t a b l e c o n s t r i c t e d jet of h i g h t e m p e r a t u r e . h i g h

v e l o c i t y g a s e s -.•'•• ~h c a n c u t a v a r i e t y of m e t a l s a n d a l l o y s a t

high speeds.. The currently operating system is of 380 KW power



rating which is capable of operating the torch in air and under

Zf&tt mm of water. With a view to understand the basic processes,

various experimental and theoretical studies have been carried out

( 90/16).

One MW DC Plasma Torch system for cutting maximum ingots

underwater is being installed at PRIP Shed, North site(90/10>. All

the equipment like D.C. Power Supplies H.T. & L.T. Switchgear

panels etc. have been tested at Vendor's Place and Subsequently

installed at the site. The power cables are being laid from near

by 22 Kv" Sub station to H.T. & L. T. switchgear. transformers and

power supplies The control cables are also being laid for the

operation of the equipment from the main control console. A

prototype 1 MW torch head has been fabricated and tested at low

power with the existing power supplies and S.S. & M.S. plates were

cut. Auxiliary systems like cooling water system, plasma gas

system, torch & Job handling systems are also made ready. The

complete system will be integrated and tested during 1991-

5.1.2 Plasma Spray Facility

Plasma spray torches are non-transferred are devices where

the arc is used to heat the plasma gas which flows through the

torch. The coating material, which is in the powder form is

carried from the powder feeder and is injected into the plasma

flame. In the flame, the powder particles get molten. and are

accelerated towards the substrate. impinge and form an

interconnected lamellar coating. A range of property variation of

the coatings can be obtained by controlling the spray process

parameters. Typical coatings prepared using this technique include

metals, alloys and ceramics (90/15).

Plasma sprayed thermal barrier coatings on IC engine

components can withstand severe operating environment and lead to



improved efficiency and longer life of engine. Trial coatings have

been supplied to I.I.T.. Research establishments and industry

(90/12). Plasma sprayed corrosion insulation coatings have been

supplied to Steel Authority of India Ltd. (SAIL).

>.].> Development of an arc spray system

An electric arc spray system is under development in the

Laser and Plasma Technology Division. It is a method of thermal

spraying of metais in which two wires of either similar or

dissimilar metals (pseudo-alloy) are melted and the fused

particles are projected with a high velocity of about 200 meters

per second on to a grit blasted rough surface to get a strong

adherent coating. The thermal energy is produced by the electric

arc generated by a high current regulated DC supply with operating

region being 100 to 400 Amps and voltage around ?0 Volts. The

carrier gas is either compressed air or an inert gas with a nozzle

pressure of about ? kg/cm . Thermal spraying produces very, good

adhesive coatings and can be used for reclamation of worn out

parts, anti-corrosive coatings for the protection of metals. mold

making and zinc coatings on instrument plastic enclosures to

provide EMI (electromagnetic interference) shielding.

A prototype arc spray system has been built and copper metal

aprayed and the results have been found to be encouraging. A

complete arc spray equipment as shown in Fig. 3.1 is under

development with precise wire positioner, wire feeder with motor,

auxiliary controls and data acquisition system.

5.1.4 Argon Plasma Jet Facility ARK 100

The plasma jet facility ARK 100 is a versatile source for

studies on high temperature plasma effects and high current arc

studies. The arc behaviour over a range of currents upto 3««8A has



been stud1ed.(90/1?)

>.l .5 RF Plasma Torch

The Thermal Plasma section, apart from dc plasma torches, has

also developed radio frequency, inductively coupled plasmas. These

have been used as ion sources and low energy beam transport

studies have been carried out. (90/36).

Light ion beams of Argon and Hydrogen were extracted froni

R.F. ionised plasma. The R.F. Power was 100 to 300 watts for argon

and hyjrogen respectively. The extraction configuration is

suitable for studying mult!-aperture extraction . Initial studies

were made on two electrode extraction, consisting of plasma and

extraction electrodes separated by a distance to match Paschen

breakdown criterion. The preliminary data on ion extraction with

single aperture on extraction electrode were obtained for argon as

well as hydrogen ions. The beam energy at extraction point was

varied upto 2.5 Kv. With electrostatic focusing using Pierce

configuration on extraction electrode, the beam divergence was

0
found to be 1 . I t was observed that with proper matching, the

2
extraction current could be increased to 5mA/cm at 2.5 KV. For

Broad bear.i ion sources, work involving ion source chamber

fabrication and vacuum system arrangements were carried out.

5.1.6 Plasma modelling and analysis

For the design and development of plasma jet devices it is

necessary to study the basic process and develop modelling codes

to characterize the plasma system. To this effect computer codes

have been developed for the evaluation of thermophysi ca 1

properties of thermal arc jet plasmas upto temperatures of 25.000

and pressures of 18 ata. The various plasma forming media like

argon, nitrogen, hydrogen or their binary mixtures can be taken as

input. the code calculates plasma composition ,thermodynamic



properties and adiabatjc temperature for a given power input and

mass flowrate. (90/16) .

3 . 2 PLASM \ DIAGNOSTICS AND INSTRUMENTATION :

The development of reliable and accurate measurement

techniques in thermal plasmas is of vital imports ce for

improvement of existing devices and implementation of new

concepts. The plasma instrumentation group has been involved in

the development of hardware both for plasma diagnostics as well as

specialized diagnostic requirements of relativistic electron beam

studies and electron beam welding activities.

?.2.) Plasma heat flux measurements

Calorimetric experiments have been carried out to estimate

the heat flux distribution of a DC of plasma jet. the various heat

loss factors and the torch efficiency. For this purpose , a

calorimeter consisting of a central water cooled probe made of

copper <UD=25mm) was developed. To eliminate the lateral heat flow

to the probe a guard disc <OD=150mm> surrounded the probe. The

•.alorimeter with the RTD's for temperature measurement was plar

vertically below the i.ozzle of the plasma jet. The plasma torch

was provided with x.y and z motion facilities so that the distance

between torch and probe can be varied. The torch was operated at

8KW power with argon and nitrogen. Thermocouples. RTO's and

mercury thermometers were used to monitor water temperature. Mater

flow meters monitored the flowrate of cooling water. The

experiment!; measured the heat flux to the probe. jacket and the

torch electrodes

The basic objectives of the experiment are :

a) To find out the various heat losses and thereby evaluate the

thermal balance and efficiency of the plasma torch. It was



found that in the 20KW torch about 58* heat. is lost in the

electrode cooling 22% nf the heat is given to the probe & guard

disc, and the rest are radiated out from the plasma and

contained in the escaping gases. To evaluate the loss in

escaping hot gases, an aluminium envelope was designed

surrounding the jet and thermocouples monitored the

temperature of the escaping gases. This loss as measured was

about 1.5%. However due to venturi action and the large

diameter of the envelope, more cold air was getting sucked in

resulting sn wild fluctuations in the escaping gas temperature.

At present a modified water-cooled jacket is prepared to

minimize those effects.

b) To vary the rele*. ive positions of the axes of the probe and the

plasma jet and by inverse interpolation, evaluate the heat

source distribution. This is being worked out.

c> To measure spectroscopicai1y plasma temperature by Boltzmann

plot technique and counter check theoretical estimate.

5.2.2 High Speed Photography on Plasma Cutting:

High speed photography at 4000 Frames/sec and 5000 Frames/s

was carried out on the arc transition from non transferred (pilot)

to transferred mode. The experiment was carried out with the 100

KW cutting torch at power level of about 52 KW (V=150V, I=J50A>

with argon as the working gas and the arc grazing the thickness of

a 40 mm steel plate. On this time scale (about ©.2 ms) it was seen

that the arc anode changed to the plate top first, then to the mid

zone and finally to full blown from, all in a time scale of 0.5 to

0.9 ms. Better time resolution will be tried.

Analysis of some earlier measured results on potential

distribution and currant distribution along the torch axis *

across the thickness of the plate was done. The potentials showed



anticipated behaviour where as the current measurement data failed

to show evidence of concentrated anode spot formation.

5.2.3 Laser Doppler Anemometry

Plasma flow velocity and turbulence intensity measurements

were made on a DC plasma jet viz.AP.K-100. using a Laser Doppler

Anemometer (LDA). Velocity profiles were obtained at ?.J en from

Anode, at various planes so as to scan full jet. The LDA system

consists of a 5 W Argon laser, LDA optics. LDA counter. other

electronics, and a POP 11/05 computer. A specially designed powder

feeder introduced fine alumina particles in to the jet to enable

the LDA measurements.

The input power to the torch was varied from 6 kw to 26.4 KW.

The gas flow rates were 100 lpm, 120 lpm and 180 lpm. Plasma

velocity in the center of the jet ranged from 50 m/s to 110 m/s

for above flow rates and power levels. The turbulence intensity at

various locations in the jet ranged from >0% to 50% and does not

have any significant correlation with power input or flow rate.

(90/27)

An intermediate density plasna source using a low prec. n u-

arc discharge with thermionic cathode is being setup. A far

infrared laser interferometer to measure plasma density is under

assembly.

J.2.4 Microcomputer based tontrul for EB Welding machine

A microcomputer based controller for an electron beam machine

has beer, developed and the prototype unit is undergoing trials.

The controlItr uses a compact. operator-friendly TM-77

alphanumeric keypad for control data entry and a 16 character

alphanumeric message display. The TM-77 communicates with a 8085A

microprocessor based microcomputer system through a serial

RS-232-C interface. The CPU controls the analog input and output



subsystems which are made up of 8 bit resolution analog to digital

and digit-u to analog cards. The dedicated 808> assembly language

software has been written to output signals in the range of 0 to

10 volts to control the accelerating. filament. focus and bias

voltages of the EB Welding machine. A feedback control loop is

tised to regulate the welding current by adjusting the bias

voltage. The output set voltages, rate of increase and decrease

alongwith the time duration can be easily programmed from the

TM--77 keypad. The controller has provision for switching from

automatic to manual mode of operation and also interlocks for

shutdown of the machine in case of any failure in vital systems

such as vacuum system. Linear opto-isolated interfacing by voltage

to frequency and frequency to voltage conversions are used to

reduce any electrical interference.

5.2.> Isolation Techniques in Plasma Instrumentation

The voltage of an electric arc is directly proportional to

its length for high current arcs used in plasma torches. The

isolated arc fluctuations indicator is used to directly indicate

th*> RMS values of the arc voltage. current and also the :.sc

voltage fluctuations, generally found in 1-1> KHz. The system

consists; of high frequency cut off filters. linear isolated

amplifier, high pass active filters and RMS to dc converters. A

prototype unit has been constructed and tested with 100 KW plasma

torch <)0/?>.

Low power dc-dc converters <Fig.}.2> with ?-15 volts input

and bipolar 15V-100mA output operating at ?0 and 100 KHz have been

designed and constructed. The isolation is tested upto >kV with

negligible leakage current <90/6>. The circuit consists of a pulse

width modulator. switching circuits, ferrite core isolation

transformer and filter.



J.2.6 Synchronisation Circuit for RFR experiments

In pu! ed Relativistic Electron Beam experiments, the various

high voltage capacitor banks used for mirror magnetic field.

plasma gun and RFB diode are triggered at different instances of

time to achieve proper synchronisation. During operation,

switching surges are generated which cause FM1 and false

triggering. A scheme (Fig.5.5) has been designed using

opto- 1 so la tors . dr.-dr converters and isolation transformers and

tested.(98/14>

3 . 3 MAONF. TOHYDRODYNAMICK :

When a conducting fluid moves in a magnetic field. an

electromotive force is induced in the fluid, which results in the

flow of electric currents. This concept is currently being

implemented in advanced power generation devices called MHD Power

Generators working both on plar.mas and liquid metals (9C/04).

5.3.1 Theoretical and experimental studies on Recirculatinq

electric currents in Liquid Metal Magnetohydrodynamic

generators

Experiments have been conducted to study effect of Insulation

vane on reclrculating currents arising due to non-uniform magnetic

field at the edges of l.MMHD generator. Mercury has been used as a

e 1 ectrodyramic fluid. The existing air-mercury facility has been

scaled up to increase the mass flow rate and a new channel has

been built to study geometric effects. A photograph of the

facility is shown in fig 3.4. In Fig ?.> the effect of vane

location on measured voltage. current and power is shown.

Preliminary analysis indicate that the recent results match the

conclusion drawn earlier and is independent of flowrate and

geometry [90/053.



The electrodynamic equation have been numerically solved by

relaxati,<» technique using the experimental data to determine the

exact current density and potential distribution in the generator.

A typical computer plotted distribution is shown in Fig 3 . 6A and

5.6B.

On the diagnostics side, a gamma ray system with Co 6 0 OmCi

and 60mCi) source has been developed to measure void fraction in

air-mercury and also in steam-mercury two phase flows up to a path

length of 75mm.

3.3.2 Steam Mercury Liquid Metal Facility:

Further work has been done for the installation of this

facility. All the main components ie. mercury heater. upcomer,

downcomer, separator, condenser etc. have been installed and

pneumatic tests completed. The air and water piping system

installation is over and hydraulic tests have commenced. Stainless

steel MHO channel with teflon Insulation and gold coated copper

electrodes is in an advanced state of fabrication. Control system

and other instrumentation is nearing completion. Safety and Hazard

analysis of the facility has been done and report is submitted to

safety committee for clearance. Photographs of the assembly is

shown in F i g.3.7.

3.3.3 Theoretical studies on vibration of beams and plates

A study on the importance of the satisfaction of the point

support compatibility conditions in the simulation of point

supports by flexibility function approach was completed C98/253. A

theoretical basis for the experimental realization of boundary

conditions in vibration analysis of plates and beams was also

developed.

A single domain approach for vibration analysis of

rectangular plates/beams with interior point supports was



developed [90/31]. This approach is based on distributing the

force singularities due to the point supports. over the entire

plate domain by using a fictitious Winkler foundation. The

flexibility distribution of the Winkler foundation is such that it

has a zero value at the point support locations but assures large

valuf-3 resulting in negligible restraint over the rest if the

plate domain. A typical equidisplacement contour plot for the

fundamental mode of vibration of a simply supported rectangular

plate with three interior point supports is shown in Fig.3.8 using

the above mentioned fictitious foundation approach. A method for

the identification of garter spring location in the reactcr

coolant channel was developed. [90/32]

3.J.A Radiation from MHD Plasmas

Radiative heat transfer calculations from a potassium seeded

water gas combustion plasma to channel walls in presence of

thermal boundary layer have been done. It has been intimated that

due to cold boundary Jayer these may be 25% reduction in heat flux

value.(90/17)

3 . 4 MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY :

The development of high temperature materials is one of the

most challenging areas. Thermal plasma section is engaged in R & 0

activities related to the fabrication and utilization of high

temperature materials in the plasma environment and the processing

of new materials by the use of plasma technology.

3.A.I Materials for high temperature Applications:

Ceramic hot electrodes based on solid solutions of ZrOg-

CeO -Y 0 and current lead out based an ZrO -CeO -Ta 0 have been
2 2 3 t e c ?

developed.(90/18). The electrical conductivity and oxygen

transport number were measured. The results indicated that the
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conduct (vi ty of solid solutions in the ZrO^CeO^Y O are mixed in

nature with the electronic conductivity increasing with ceria

content and temperature<90/19>.

Two more new mater.als Z r0 . 9 T tV05 T b0 405°i . 975 a" d

Zr0.9Tb0.0>}Tb0.0?jTa0.03j°2 a r e d e v el°ped for application as hot

electrodes in MHO generators. In order to enhance the application

temperature of T b + ^ T b ^ O , ? ? and Tb*'^TbJ 4
 J ?Ta 0 ^0.,. excellent

electronic conductors due to the simultaneous existence of +5 and

+4 oxidation states of Tb ions in the identical lattice points, it

is conceived to utilize the refractoriness of zirconia, stabilised

in the cubic phase. The two new materials essentially contain

zirconia in the cubic fluorite phase, stabilised by the two mixed

valent rare-earth oxides respectively. The optimised compositions

for the existence of single phase are identified based on the

average size of the metal ions in the stabilizing rare-earth

oxide.

Stoi ch t ometr 1 c mixtures of ZrQ? .
 T b

A 0 7
 a n d Ta2(-15 a r e ta k e n t o

prepare the sintered bodies of these new materials by the ceramic

fabrication technique. The reaction mixture is compacted i.ito

pellets of 25mm dia. and heated for reaction-sintering at 1000 and

1 >00 C in air in two stages. Formation of the new solid solutions

is noted from the change in colour from dark brown to bright

orange. From the x-ray diffraction data. it is determined that

both the new materials are cubic phases with fluorite structure

with apparently all the metal ions in the identical lattice

points, demonstrating the substitutional nature of these solid

solutions. Interestingly, the lattice parameter for both the solid

solutions is found to be 5.15A. whicn is the same as that of

yttria stabilised zirconia. confirming the ionic size criteria

used in selecting the compositions. The theoretical density



determined from the lattice parameters is 6.JJ77 g/cc.

>.4.2 Investigation on the attenuation properties of Y Ba Cu 0

superconducting material w.r.t. AC magnetic fields

Superconducting Y Ba Cu 0 material, promises an advantage in

shielding electrical. magnetic and electromagnetic fields.

[90/81]. In view of this potential application in pr. ecting

sensitive electronic circuits from electromagnetic interference

<EMI) problem and also due to nonavailability of information on

shielding characteristics of this material, experiments have been

dene to generate data and to study the shielding behaviour of a

wide range of AC fields from 100Hz to 10 MHz. Measurements are

carried out to determine the shielding effectiveness of sintered

Y.Ba~Cu,C< ceramic plates of 2mm thickness, which is sandwiched

between two co-axial flat coils of 9mm dia. both at ambient and

liq. nitrogen temperature. Measurements are also taken for epoxy

and aluminium sheets of same thickness. Ac field induced in the

secondary coil is measured as a function of the input signal too.

to generate data as a function of mag.fieId.[90/09]. Similar

experiments are also been carried out in plasma spr;r, •

Y.Ba ?Cu-O ? superconducting coatings. [90/02].

Though the conductivity tending to infinity is expected to

give 100% attenuation, due to the quenching of superconduction at

higher magnetic fields, the maximum shielding effectiveness even

at low frequencies is 40 dB. which is found to fall with increase

of magnetic field upto 1 mT. However at lower frequencies <lkHz>

and at lower fields. this material is found to nave better

attenuation properties compared to the conventional materials like

u-metal. mild steel etc. Also at fields of 0.2 mT, this material

has an advantage over any other material even with high

permittivity at all frequencies. At lower temperatures down to 4.2



K, the shielding effectiveness is expected to be much higher even

at high field? from DC to high frequencies.

>.4.5 Development of Voltage Dependent Resistor Devices Using

Ooped Zinc Oxide Ceramics for Transient Voltage Surge

Suppression Appiications

Ceramic v a n s t o r s find application as absorbers of transient

voltage surges in protecting sensitive electronic devices and as

lightning arrestars. The non-ohmic behaviour of these materials

enables them to remain as insulators at normal working voltages.

Above a specific voltage, these materials absorb the high power of

the surges, by allowing high currents to pass through.

Varistors based on ZnO are found to have advantages over the

SiC based ones in terms of better electrical characteristics,

longer life and simplicity in the design/fabrication of the

devices. ZnO varistors essentially consist of po1ycrystal1ine

r«itrix of ZnO grains in the zincite phase, with the dopant metal

ions like Bi, Mn, Co, Sb, Cr etc. segregated to the grain

boundaries forming interfaces, which conduct only above a certain

voltage. Tne presence of Bi G at the grain boundaries not only

provides interfaces of non-linear conduction, but also prevents

the undesirable dissolution of the transition metal oxides like

MnO in the ZnO grains. The non-ohmic property of these materials

is enhanced by the presence of the transition metal atoms like Mn,

Co. Cr. etc.

The system ZnO-MnO-BiO, 5 is chosen for present

investigations on the synthesis and sintering of this class of

nofi-uhmic resistors. The varistor elements are prepared by the

reaction sintering of uniform stoichiometrJC mixture of zinc oxide

and suitable compounds of manganese and bismuth at 1000 - 1288 C

in air. The product, characterised by x-ray diffraction technique.



shows ^incite phase as its major constituent. The sintering

parameters and properties like clamping voltage and thereby the

application range of the devices. The circular pellets (18mm dia

and 1-2 mm thick) are metallised with silver paste on either side

and the leads are soldered.

The voltage-current characteristics have been determined

using direct current in the low current range upto 1 mA. In the

higher current range the data is obtained using impulse generator,

measuring the peak current and peak voltage simultaneously, by an

oscilloscope. Measurements have been carried out in the current

range 10 mA-10A. Clamping voltages of the devices are in the range

50-250 vVmti thickness with a very fast response time of less than

1 micro second and the nonlinear parameter viz. d d o g l>/d(log V)

in the voltage-current behaviour.determined from the graph (Fig

3.9) is found to be about 10. The capacitance of the devices is

found to be about 100-150 pico farads.

3.4.4 Plasma Reactor

A dc arc torch-based plasma chemical reactor has been

developed for material processing and chemical synthesis. The

system consists of a dc arc plasma torch mounted on water-cooled

S.S. chamber with provision for powder feeding and product

collection. The unit has been commissioned and the feasibility of

using it for dissociation of Zircon and into Zirconia and Silica

has been demonstrated.

A low pressure plasma reactor for synthesizing boron nitride.

titanium, nitride, diamond and other related materials has been

designed and is under testing.

} . h,. 5 Composite Coatings

Plasma sprayed composite coatings of calcia stabilised

zirconia and alumina have been prepared and characterised.
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Investigation on the phase composition, annealing and thermal

shock oehaviour of the?e coatings have been carried out. The

coatings are found to have excellent resistance to damage by

thermaJ shock and find potential applications as thermal barrier

coatings in high temperature systems.
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4. ELECTRON BEAM ACTIVITIES

4- 1 IMPROVED ELECTRON GUN FOR EVAPORATION SYSTEM :

As already described :n the earl itr reports the basic 40 KV.

10 KW Electron Gun originally developed for welding purposes was

used with some modifications for evaporation of metals nd it

could be continuously operated at 9 KW for J Hrs at a

stretch.However evaporation system being developed requires

continuous operation for 8 Hrs or more.For this purpose a new

Electron Gun was designed and built (Fig.4.1). Preliminary testing

of this Electron Gun at powers upto 5 KW has shown adequacy of the

design,and rigorous testing for full power operation at extended

periods will be taken up soon.Some of the features of this

Electron Gun are as below.

1> Though the Electron Gun will be first tested at 18 KW beam

power it hat. been so designed as to permit operation upto 20 KW

with change of cathode.

2> Vacuum pumping port for the Electron gun has been relocated to

ensure maximum effective pumping in cathode-anode region.

5> Cooling water circuit for the anode has been redesigned to

ensure direct cooling of the anode compared to indirect cooling

used in the earlier Electron Gun.

4> High voltage insulator cooling has been improved by relocating

it outside the vacuum chamber and it czn be cooled either by

forced air circulation or by oil which is in turn cooled by

water.

5> To permit operation at 20 KW over extended periods.cathode is

made of 0.8mm dia tungsten wire.shaped as a flat pancake.



4- . Z OrVFlOI'MtNTS ON 150 KV. R KW tl^ECTRON BEAM WELDING MACISNf

During the year the marhine was used for the following:

1 > To teat thn high voltage power supply built for RMP

machine.During the testing certain charges and improvements

were also incorporated to ensure reliable operation of the

power supply and the Electron Beam Control System.

2> To weld the reflector modules for KAM1N1 reactor The reflpctor

module of KAMiNl xeactor consist of BeO bricks cannpdfsealed>

in Zircaioy-2 boxes made out of 1.5mm thick 7irr:'»loy-2

sheets.For this welding EBW is the most suitable method

because, being a low hear, input process. di start ion is kept to a

minimum. In addition, as welding is done in vacuum atmosphere,

contamination Crf.n be kept to a minimum.This is a very desirable

feature as Zircaloy-? is highly susceptible to oxygen

contamination.

During the year a total of six large modules and two compound

modules each which consist of four submodules were completed to

enable initial criticality in PURN1MA-? set up.Work on another

thirteen modules is in progress.

In connection of welding of these Zircaloy-2 jobs certain

improvements were carried out in chamber vacuum system as

described below. Welding of Zircaloy-2 has to be carried out at a

pressure of less than 1 micron to keep down weld

contamination.Sinee this ic a.partial vacuum machine.the normal

working pressure, at which welding is carried out is 10-15 microns.

To achieve this pressure in a short time the chamber is pumped by

a 200(i! m5/Hr Roots Pumps backed by >0» m'/Hr Rotary Pumo.However

with such u pumping system it takes a very long time to reach the

pressure of 1 micron or less because at these pressures the

pumping speed is very small. To obtain this pressure m a



reasonable time another Root9 Pump in aeries with the existing

Roots pump was added in the system.By this.the effective pumping

spoed in Lne lower pressure range is increased and at the same

time the ultimate pressure that can be obtained with the system is

lowered to 0.1 micron or less.By this modification to th» vacuum

system,productivity of the machine when welding Zi. ~aloy-2

components has been doubled.

4 . 3 DFTSION MODIFICATIONS O N THE 150 KV DC POWER SOURCE

With the increase in the use of electron beam welding for

special purpose applications and also for batch welding of small

components, upgrading of existing indigenous technology became

absolutely essential. EB welding of thin tubes called for steady

beam parameters, improved ripple content in the acceleration

voltage supply, a faster response of the eb power source and

suitable electronic controllers for electron gun bias and filament

supplies. Keeping the above factors in mind, the following design

modifications were made on the earlier 1>0 KV, 6 KW DC power

source:

1> To reduce the ripple content of the acceleration voltage

supply, a 12-pulse system was used. A transformer with a single

primar/ ' jt two secondary windings, one connected in star and

the otiier in delta is used. These secondary voltages are

rectified by two independent bridge rectifiers and connected in

series to obtain the 150 KV DC. The primary of the transformer

is supplied through a motorised variac and antiparallel three

phase thynstor controller. A spill over control technique

provides immediate correction through the thynstor controller

which is followed by a combined correction through motorised

variac and the thyristor controller to maintain the least



possible ripple content.

2> The filament heating supply is controlled by a single phase

antiparallel thyristor power pack with a voltage control loop

to control the primary voltage of the filament heating

transformer.

J> To weld thin materials it is found useful to go for higher beam

powers and increase the job speed accordingly. To acnieve this

objective, a fast response of the electron beam is called for.

The primary of tha bias supply transformer le therefore

energised by a 480 Hz square wave inverter operated by a

thyristor ac switch, to control the emission current of the

electron gun in closed loop. In case of continuous tubular

welding, to minimise the possibility of crater formation at the

start and end of the weld, it is usual to ramp up the beam

current at the start of the weld and similarly ramp down at the

completion of the welding. This has been incorporated in the

system by sloping down and sloping up of the bias voltage

controller, which can be preset depending on the particular

welding requirement.

4> A digitally preset timer serves the purpose of initially fixing

the weld timu desired, so that the beam is put off after the

weld pass is completed and the system is ready for the next

we Id eye 1e.

The new power source with the above modifications is

presently undergoing welding trials for long term stability and

repeatabi1ity.



4- . 4 DEPOSITION OF TITANIUM NITRIDE FILMS BY DC PLANAR MAGNETRON

SPUTTERING

Thin films< less than 10 micrometres thick) of nitrides and

carbides of refractory metals find wide applications as wear and

corrosion resistant ccatings in industry. They als<-> find

application as barrier layer and gate electro'-" in

microelectronics industry. Structure.morphology and. adhesion of

such films produced by magnetron sputtering is an interesting

field of investigation with possibility of wide industrial

applications in India.

One DC planar magnetron sputter system has been assembled in

our laboratory to develop Titanium nitride <TiN> films.The sputter

source and the substrate holder are mounted inside a S.S.304

cylindrical vacuum chamber. The chamber is evacuated to a pressure

of 6x10 mbar. Titanium target is mounted on the water cooled

copper cathode of the sputter source. IOLAR 2 grade(maximum total

impurity >2 ppm) argon and nitrogen gases are used as sputtering

gases.

The sputter source consists of a target (Titanium) which sit?

on a water cooled cathode holder made of copper. A ring shaped

water cooled permanent magnet is mounted below the cathode holder.

The central pole piece is north pole and the outer ring is south

pole.The magnetic field parallel to the cathode is 380 gauss.

Cathode assembly voltage is variable from 0 to 800 volts negative

d.c.

The effect of substrate tempera'.ure on the structure of

titanium nitride films has been studied. An anomalous behaviour

that a crystalline film grows at low and high substrate

temperatures wh«1e at intermediate temperature the texture is

amorphous, has been observed.



Silicon wafers with <11]> orientation and quartz plates were

used as substrate. They were degreased and mounted in the

deposition chamber, i he substrates were heated in vacuum to their

growth temperature (Ts) for one hour prior to deposition.The

deposition conditions were :

Partial pressure of argon : 7.Bxl0~5 mbar

Partial pressure of nitrogen : 1.5x10*"' mbar

Flow rate of argon : 6.8 std cc per min.

Flow rate of nitrogen : 1.3 std cc per rnin.

All the films were grown at the rate of 200 angstroms, per

minute, to a total thickness of about 4 micro meters.Deposit;ons

were carried out simultaneousiy on Si (111) and quartz substrates

fit Ts of 100,280,250 and 400C and only on quartz at 500C.

X-Ray diffraction (XRD) was performed using a Philips

automatic powder diffractometer <PW 1820). Copper K alpha

radiation was used . XRD patterns of the films grown on quartz at

substrate temperatures from 129C to >00C are shown in figures 4.2a

to 4.2e. XRD patterns of the films grown on silicon (111) at

temperatures from 100C to 480C are given in figures 4.5a to 4.5d.

It is seen that at low temperatures (111) orientations are

preferred whether the substrate is quartz or <112 > oriented

silicon.As the T increases the films on silicon (111) become
s

polycrystal1ine and the preference to orientation is lost.On

quartz too the films lose their preference to < 1J1 > orientation

However th«y tend to become more and more amorphous with a broad

band at. the two theta" range of 20 to 5? degrees. The film

bfccorr.es almost totally amorphous at 400C. As the substrate

tempera'ure is further increased to 500C the broad peak at 20 to

55 degrees decreases considerably and sharp peaks corresponding to

<111).<200)and <220) orientations are seen.



At low temperatures (ill) orientation is preferred because it

is the cln'cst packed orientation and has lowest surface energy.

At higher temperatures of about 400C crystallites with higher

surface energies are also formed and grown because of the

availability of higher energy. At these temperatures. tf.» effect

of the substrate seems to predominate. An amorphous substr -ke such

as quartz leads to an amorphous film and a crystalline substrate

such as silicon leads to a po1ycrysta111ne film. At still higher

temperature of about 77JK the crystallisation temperature foi the

amorphous titanium nitride film is perhaps crossed and one ends up

with a polycrysta11ine film.On amorphous substrates such as

quarts, the transformation from <111> oriented crystalline to

amorphous film with increase in substrate temperature is not

expected. Further kinetic investigations are in progress to

understand the anomaly.
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Fig. 2.9 X-RAY PINHOLE PHOTOGRAPH OF THE LASER PLASMA
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FIG. £.13 LIGHT INTENSITY Vs POSITION
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